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Abstract:  
This article deals with the problematic of naming linguistic practices in the case of young 
urban speakers. It suggests that, while certain communities of practice might engage in 
linguistic behaviour that deviates from known linguistic practices, and while home 
language use might have affected their uses of the dominant variety, a transformation of 
these observable linguistic differences into ethnolect-codes is problematic. It tends to 
essentialize these young speakers, and exclusively focus on their externally defined 
ethnicity. More seriously, ethnolect identification establishes new codes where analysis 
should be devoted to complex speech styling practices, and it threatens to marginalize 
ethnolectal speakers. The argument I develop is that ethnolects should instead be viewed 
as lay representations of particular ways of speaking, which do not necessarily 
correspond to actual linguistic practices. This also impacts on linguistic description and 
categorization, which I point out as a social practice in itself, with real consequences for 
those who are named. This is illustrated with data from a case study that show how 
Belgian adolescents of Moroccan descent in Antwerp resist an ethnolectal categorization 
of their own routine Dutch.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
Inner city ethnic minority youth in western societies have in recent decades enjoyed 
increasing attention as a problematic and somewhat dangerous group. Dramatic instances 
such as the riots in Paris in the autumn of 2005 or other signs of anti-social behaviour 
fuel this perception, as well as the related need to explain (and contain) young people’s 
behaviour. This fascination has had its linguistic counterpart, visible in an outpouring of 
research that focuses on, a.o., ‘youth language’ and ‘street language’ in multiethnic urban 
neighbourhoods (Androutsopoulos & Scholz, 1998; Appel & Schoonen, 2005; Kotsinas, 
1988, 1998; Nortier, 2001; Stenström et al., 2002), language use in ethnically populated 
suburban areas (Doran, 2004; Kallmeyer, 1996), and in schools (Eckert, 2000; Heller, 
1999; Jaspers, 2005, 2006; Rampton, 2006) as well as leisure sites where styling and 
crossing practices have been described (Androutsopoulos & Georgakopoulou, 2003; Auer 
& Dirim, 2003; Bucholtz, 1999; Cutler, 1999; Hewitt, 1986; Kallmeyer & Keim, 2003; 
Pujolar, 2001; Rampton, 1995). 

The last few years have also witnessed the description of ‘ethnic’ influences in 
‘regular’ or ‘native’ non-immigrant substandard speech. There has been notice of the 
emergence of new urban substandards, and some concerns have been voiced about the 
effect of these substandards on the dominant lingua franca. The concept of ‘ethnolect’ or 
‘ethnolectal variety’ is in this process carving out something of a career: young speakers 
with ethnic backgrounds are seen as speaking ethnolects; white speakers are observed 
using these varieties for styling purposes; ethnolects are stylized in the media; and these 
representations are consequently picked up again and reworked in local adolescent 
discourses (see references below). Even so, as a concept, ethnolect may not be as 



unproblematic as its popularity suggests. Here, I will try to show that an ethnolect needs 
to be viewed as a subjective category rather than a phenomenon that reaches us 
objectively as a bounded set of observable features, a variety waiting to be given a name; 
that working with the notion of ‘ethnolect’ as an integral, unified variety simplifies the 
complexity of linguistic actions which are taken as signs of its use; and that, as some data 
gathered among male adolescents in a secondary school in Antwerp show, linguists’ 
naming practices can be at odds with speakers’ own representations of language, which 
illustrates that ethnolect identification needs to be viewed as a social practice.  
 
2. Ethnolects: Definitions 
Many people acquainting themselves with linguistics struggle with its sometimes 
inconsistent and at times trend-sensitive terminology, and are surprised to find that even 
basic terms such as ‘language’ and ‘dialect’ can be a subject of controversy among 
linguists (Odlin, 1998, p.195). To some extent, Odlin writes, these problems are hard to 
avoid: human language is an immensely complex phenomenon about which we still have 
a lot to learn, and new terms can put things in a different light. So, if ‘ethnolect’ is a new 
lens through which we can look at linguistic phenomena, it is worth finding out what 
merits it has.   

Briefly, ethnolect has a history in variationist contact linguistics (see e.g. Carlock 
& Wölck, 1981). It is usually seen as the product of a language contact and language shift 
situation where, as a result of second language acquisition processes and bilingualism, 
members of ethnic groups speak a vernacular version of the dominant lingua franca that 
deviates from that dominant variety in a number of phonological and morpho-syntactical 
respects.1 Clyne defines ethnolects as “varieties of a language that mark speakers as 
members of ethnic groups who originally used another language or distinctive variety” 
(2000, p.86). Danesi (1985, p.118) speaks of “the variety of a language that results when 
speakers of different ethnolinguistic backgrounds attempt to speak the dominant language 
(e.g., ‘Chicano English’)”, and Wölck explains them as “the English of the descendants 
of immigrant families long after their original language is lost […] a [short-lived] 
linguistic variety of a majority language whose special structure has developed through a 
history of community bilingualism” (2002, p.164; cf. Kallmeyer, 1996, p.454). 

The same term is now increasingly being applied to the linguistic practices of the 
urban young. Kotsinas (1988, 1998) does not use the term ‘ethnolect’ in her work, but is 
often quoted by others as having described one, viz. Rinkebysvenska (‘Rinkeby 
Swedish’), a variety in suburban Stockholm “[spoken] mainly by teenagers and young 
people” (1998, p.145) of different ethnic origin and deviating from Standard Swedish in 
phonologic, morpho-syntactic and lexical respects. More interaction oriented authors can 
also be observed using the term. Androutsopolous (2001, p.2), for example, defines an 
ethnolect as “a variety of the majority language (or ‘host language’), which is used and 
regarded as a vernacular for speakers of a particular ethnic descent and is marked by 
certain contact phenomena”, or simply, “non-native German”. For Auer, an ethnolect is 
“a way of speaking (style), that is associated by the speakers themselves and/or by others 
with one or more non-German ethnic groups” (2003, p.255, my translation). Moreover, 
basing himself on Androutsopoulos (2001), Auer distinguishes between several kinds of 
ethnolects: a primary ethnolect, i.e. the actual language use of mostly young males of 
Turkish descent in ghettoized areas of large urban centers, the secondary mediatised 



images of this, and a tertiary ethnolect which involves the use and further development of 
these secondary representations in white (adolescent) interaction (also see Loentz, 2006; 
Nortier, 2001; Verschik, 2005). Defined in this way, the concept usually does not apply 
to contact phenomena such as guest worker language, foreigner talk, interlanguages or 
pidginized versions of the host language typical of new or first-generation immigrants 
(even though some of these phenomena probably serve as inspiration for secondary 
representations). Ethnolect is also seen as different from multiracial vernaculars such as, 
e.g., Mischsprache (mixed language) or Stadtteilsprache (neighbourhood talk) (cf. 
Androutsopoulos, 2001; Kallmeyer & Keim, 2003) which are characterised by Turkish-
German code-mixing and switching. Typically, thus, ethnolects are seen as a variety of 
the dominant language (cf. Türkendeutsch, ‘Moroccan flavoured Dutch’, Polonian). 

Now, there are undoubtedly linguistic usages in young inner city communities of 
practice that engage with (and are affected by) the bilingual histories of their speakers, 
with mediatised representations of these usages, and with the possibilities of the popular 
culture industry. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen if ‘ethnolect’ is a good way of 
capturing these processes, since the term is not unproblematic. As it is mostly defined and 
used, (1) ethnolect invokes the issue of an obvious link or close fit between language and 
ethnicity; (2) it prioritises ethnicity; (3) it echoes a linguistics concerned with code 
identification; and (4) it obscures linguists’ political role.  

 
3. Problems with ethnolects 
The notion of ethnolect brings along problematic assumptions about (the link between) 
ethnicity and language. (1) First, ethnolect as a concept unavoidably presupposes an 
‘ethnos’ or a delimitable ethnic community that speaks the ‘lect’ at issue, i.e. a speech 
community characterized by reasonably stable ethnic and linguistic parameters. Yet, a 
great many studies have demonstrated that this stability is by no means guaranteed: the 
obvious allocation of individual speakers to an (or only one) ethnic group is quite 
problematic; these groups are far from homogeneous; individuals can’t be assumed to 
have been overwhelmed by their early experiences and henceforth locked in fixed 
patterns of language use they have acquired in the communities they grew up in, nor can 
socialisation in home communities be presumed to be non-conflicting or invariable. 
Instead, people have been shown to contest their social inheritances, to bricolage 
themselves new ethnicities and affiliations, and to rework and re-key existing group 
memberships and the patterns of language use that are seen as characteristic of these 
memberships. As such, they practically illustrate the power relations and struggle 
surrounding who defines ethnicity and the variety associated with it (see, a.o., Bucholtz 
& Hall, 2004; Erickson, 2004; Rampton, 1995, 2006). In other words, there is now a 
shared realization that particular ways of speaking cannot be obviously related to an 
(externally defined) ethnic community, and that language users cannot be assumed to be 
unconcerned with communicative purposes and merely responsive to (changes in) a pre-
existing social/ethnic world. Consequently, inasmuch as ethnolect definitions presume a 
clearly delimitable ethnic group of similarly speaking group members, they are 
essentializing.2   

 (2) Intimately bound up with this is the fact that ethnolect studies usually fail to 
justify why ethnicity is prioritised as an explanatory factor to the detriment of numerous 
other identity categories such as class, gender, region, etc. (cf. Rampton, 1995b). Put 



simply, why is ethnicity decisive in giving the lect its name? This especially holds for 
variationist approaches, but also for Auer e.g. who presents his secondary and tertiary 
ethnolects as practices where perception plays a role, whereas the ethnic (i.e. Turkish) 
character of what he calls ‘primary ethnolect’ appears to be the result of objective 
registration. Certainly, there are certain first-order language practices which deviate from 
regular (sub)standard language practices and which are consequently picked up and 
stylized by others (or by those who are seen as its original speakers). But linking these 
primary practices exclusively to speakers’ ethnicity reduces all other identity work to one 
super-ordinate ethnic identity. More than that, implying in this way that ethnicity ‘causes’ 
certain ethnolectal patterns leaves out the crucial step of understanding how ethnicity is 
interpreted by the speakers who are said to be affected by it (cf. Kulick, 1992, p.9). 
Objective categories such as ‘ethnicity’ or ‘age’ as such do not give meaning to variation 
patterns. Rather, it is the manifold relations young or ethnic minority subjects try to 
construct amongst themselves, and vis à vis the adult majority and different socio-cultural 
tastes that prompt their own, partly linguistic, practices (cf. Androutsopoulos & 
Georgakopoulou, 2003, p.3; Eckert, 2000) 

(3) More crucially, however, problematic assumptions about language accompany 
ethnolect. After all, what unites a lot of studies on ethnolect is their discovery or 
identification of a variety, a new ‘lect’. This might at first blush seem obvious: one 
describes certain patterns of language use within a certain community, and based on how 
systematic they are decides that this community ‘speaks/uses a certain (substandard) 
language’. Obvious as this might seem, it is not irrelevant to point out that language is a 
problematic concept. As Calvet argues, “languages do not exist; the notion of language is 
an abstraction that rests on the regularity of a certain number of facts” (2006, p.9); “the 
notion of language is a model, simultaneously useful and reductive” (ibid., p.22). 
Languages or codes can still be ‘useful fictions’, but their perceived use should not be 
confused with communication (Haugen, 1972, p.335). As Bauman & Briggs (2003) have 
shown, languages are purified objects, the objectified result of teasing out linguistic 
actions from the social world or stripping them from their social indexicalities – a 
modernist metalinguistic invention that originates in the seventeenth century and that 
afterwards widely disseminated via Herderian one language-one culture equations which 
came to be seen as natural. In principle, therefore, “linguistic analysis does not require 
the assumption that there are languages” (Harris, 1998, p.50; Hymes, 1996; Mühlhäusler, 
1996; Silverstein, 1998), and what holds for languages naturally applies to related 
concepts such as variety, vernacular, and dialect.  

If languages as concepts are problematic, so too the practice of identifying them 
in the social world: eliciting ethnolects from social-linguistic practices primarily 
establishes a code, but leaves practices themselves largely unattended, since they are now 
hidden underneath the cover of a code name or reduced to its mere performance. So, 
while identifying ethnolects could be seen as an attempt to colour in the vast terra 
incognita of linguistic practices beyond existing (standard) language names (Hymes, 
1996, p.66ff.), this merely displaces the problem, since it now assumes a code (and the 
notions of fixedness and homogeneity that accompany it) on a lower, substandard level. 
In this way, attention for inner city heteroglossia allows a quite traditional 
sociolinguistics concerned with code-cum-group identification that has for quite a while 



been receiving post-structural flak to get in again by the back door (cf. Hymes, 1996, 
p.28; Rampton, 1998).  

Identifying a ‘multi-ethnolect’ or a ‘multi-ethnic vernacular’ does avoid the 
problem of essentialism, but it still establishes a code which is supposedly shared and 
used. When we look at social-discursive actions unfolding moment-by-moment, however, 
‘using a language/vernacular’ is probably a somewhat hamfisted description for what 
actually takes place. If we assume, as social-constructionism does, that people are 
constantly reconstructing their social worlds in close relation to the constraining 
normativity that produced these worlds (Giddens, 1976), then this implies that we have to 
focus on social actors’ performances: it is on their constantly new performances that 
habitual social dynamics fundamentally depend. These are, however, not made in vacuo: 
social-constructionism holds that social action is imbued with routinization and 
predictability, even though these tendencies are never fully determining and are always 
confronted with exceptional, temporal or non-normative performances. Consequently, 
daily life consists of actions that can be placed in a continuum ranging from the quotidian 
and conventional to the highly temporal and contrived. In addition, the normative 
influence of routines means that social actors have to take into account the older 
performances and practices that already ‘exist’ (i.e. frequently recur), and with which 
they are unavoidably perceived to be (dis)affiliating by others. In short, social action can 
to a large extent be viewed as a performative-perceptive (dis)affiliation with local and 
wider-scale social dynamics, histories and their representations, though the power of 
routines makes actors experience much of their actions as natural and fixed. In the same 
way, all ‘language use’ can be seen as a question of affiliating oneself, or of styling, i.e. at 
every moment creatively and reflexively selecting – in a socially consequential way – 
from a range of available linguistic resources that have social meaning, and often, 
names.3  

Translating the appearance of contact features, even if they are systematic, as the 
‘use of a variety’ then obscures or simplifies the styling acts behind this ‘use’ that allow 
such a translation to be made in the first place. More particularly, it obscures whether 
linguistic practices are conventional or flamboyant performances, what local and wider 
social and linguistic dynamics and histories speakers are taking into account and 
(re)constructing, what desirable or stigmatized routines and language names they are 
affiliating to or styling themselves for, and with what consequences for which others in 
the vicinity at that moment.  

(4) Finally, it is uncontroversial that linguistic grounds or structural arguments are 
usually not enough to decide the question of what is a language or a dialect, not to 
mention what name it will carry, and that speaker decisions and identity politics are 
involved in this (cf. Hudson, 1996, p.36; Odlin, 1998; Romaine, 1994, p.2-18). Linguistic 
phenomena, in other words, do not in themselves suggest they are ‘a language’ or ‘an 
ethnolect’, but are constructed into such objects by specific people. When we assume that 
linguists are not immune to the forces and constraints that the speakers they describe are 
subject to, this implies that ethnolects are human-made, and that we cannot take their 
description/identification as a direct or transparent reproduction of linguistic reality. 
Thus, considering ethnolect an objective descriptive term, i.e. purely inspired by 
observable data, hides its constructedness, and its political consequences. We cannot 
ignore that linguists are in a much more powerful position here than those who are 



pinpointed as ethnolectal speakers, and that unilaterally equating a particular way of 
speaking with an ethnic group or with non-white speakers confirms a scientific practice 
that classifies non-modern Others and excludes them from mainstream communities (cf. 
Calvet 2006, p.241ff.; Rampton, 2006, p.16). 

This does not necessarily imply that from now on the notion of ‘ethnolect’ is 
taboo. On the contrary, it can still be a useful lay metalinguistic concept or second-order 
construct,4 i.e. as a term for the perception of a particular way of speaking (Meeuwis, 
pers. comm.). What needs to be investigated then is: who attributes what to whom? Who 
says that whose way of speaking is ethnolectal? When, and for what reason, do we or 
others give a name to linguistic behaviour? In this context, it is perfectly acceptable and 
quite illuminating to identify self- and other-representations of linguistic behaviour and 
the names that go with them, as e.g. Kotsinas has done (Rinkebysvenska, a.o.), as well as 
Auer and Androutsopoulos (Türkendeutsch, a.o.). In fact, it is necessary to identify these 
representations since they influence practices. In some cases, linguists might even find 
reason to construct a variety or ethnolect for strategic purposes: Labov’s construction of 
African American Vernacular English as a grammatical, coherent and therefore 
legitimate variety is a case in point (Bucholtz, 2003, p.402).5 But a direct correspondence 
between a name and an actual or a systematic set of linguistic practices cannot be 
presupposed (cf. Androutsopoulos 2001, p.3). In some cases, there might even be no 
correspondence at all, as when speakers attribute a variety to a group of people when this 
attribution is not informed by observable facts. Still, as a second-order construct, this 
attribution would be an ‘ethnolect’, which as a representation could exert a real influence 
on linguistic practices. This also holds the other way around: a linguist might be able to 
describe observable linguistic differences, which are, however, meaningless for 
participants. Inventing a name in this case is a linguist’s intervention, a social act which 
might have real social consequences for the speakers involved.   

To sum up, the notion of ethnolect is not unproblematic. It has an essentialist ring;  
tends to overemphasise ethnicity and add fresh fuel to a sociolinguistics concerned with 
language/community rather than speech/interaction; and if considered as a direct 
portrayal of linguistic reality, obscures its own situatedness. Instead, we might have to 
look at ethnolects as observable lay representations of language, and see how these (and, 
for that matter, other categorisations relating to class, gender, region, sexuality, etc.) are 
relevant for participants and influence their social practices. Thusfar, this discussion has 
mostly consisted of raising theoretical objections, so here is an empirical case study in 
which the presence of certain linguistic features seems to imply that inner city 
adolescents use an ‘ethnolect’. Yet this linguistic notion clashes with adolescents’ own 
perceptions of language and linguistic competence.     
 
4. ‘Moroccan Dutch’ in Antwerp? 
In data that I have assembled, there seems to be reason enough to baptize Belgian-
Moroccan adolescents’ vernacular Dutch as an ‘ethnolect’, similar to the ‘Moroccan 
(flavoured) Dutch’ that Dorleijn & Nortier (2006) have identified. Although there were 
considerable differences between these Belgian-Moroccan adolescents’ linguistic 
competences, their daily language routines were characterized by typical ‘ethnolectal’ 
features such as, a.o., overgeneralization of the definite article de (de boek instead of 
regular neuter het boek [the book]); flection of the adjective with a neutre noun (een 



goede boek instead of Dutch een goed boek [a good book]); incorrect flection of 
demonstrative pronouns (deze boek instead of correct dit boek [this book]); deletion of 
articles (moet gij gsm kopen? [do you want to buy cell-phone?]), and home language-
influenced phonology (with e.g. voiceless Dutch [x] often pronounced as uvular []) and 
prosody (with, for Belgian-Flemish speakers, extreme rising and falling intonation 
patterns). Moreover, in interviews Belgian-Moroccan adolescents mentioned that non-
Moroccan adolescents at times attempted to imitate what was in the latters’ view an 
attractive Moroccan accent. In interaction among relatively young middle class whites in 
my own social life, stylizations of this ‘Moroccan flavoured Dutch’ are also quite 
common. Nevertheless, despite this evidence, Belgian-Moroccan adolescents did not 
perceive their Dutch as ethnolectal or Moroccan, took offence at others’ attempts to 
imitate or style aspects of their speech, and consistently categorized their own speech as 
competent and plain Dutch. So to what extent can we speak of an ethnolect here? 
 The data that I draw on here are the result of two and a half years of fieldwork in 
one secondary school in Antwerp, Belgium (between May 1999 and April 2002). Data-
collection involved participant observation, interviewing, individual (audio) recording, 
classroom (audio) recording, and feedback-interviews on extracts from the recordings.6 
The research focused on the ways in which students of Moroccan descent played around 
with different (perceived) varieties of Dutch and in this way often ‘sabotaged’ the fluent 
rhythm of school as well as research based adult-adolescent relations (see [author name] 
2005, 2006).7 It is notable that many of these adolescents saw themselves as speakers 
with an abundant linguistic repertoire rather than (native) speakers of one particular 
variety or lect. When asked to sum up their linguistic competencies, most mentioned 
skills in a variety of languages going from standard or vernacular Arabic, Berber, or 
(varieties of) Dutch, to exogenous varieties as English, French and Spanish.8 Though 
these adolescents were quite proud of their multilingualism, throughout my observations, 
recordings and interviews, constructing a competent Dutch speaker identity recurred as 
one of their most important concerns. This needs to be seen in relation to the strong 
emphasis that is placed on the knowledge of Dutch in the wider debate about integration 
and emancipation in Flemish Belgium, where adolescents such as the ones I studied are 
heavily stigmatized and widely regarded as unable or unwilling to speak Dutch (cf. 
Blommaert & Verschueren, 1998). Their awareness of the expectations surrounding 
Dutch and of the stigmatizing consequences of an observable incompetence in it were 
manifest on the numerous occasions when they evaluated other speakers’ Dutch 
competencies. Basically, in their view a lot of people spoke Dutch less well than they did. 
This was especially the case for their Turkish classmates, who were often openly 
ridiculed for their difficulties with Dutch, and for pupils in vocational curriculum tracks 
(vocational trajectories being regarded as symbolically ‘lower’ than their own technical 
curriculum track in Belgium). They also took immense pleasure in identifying the speech 
of their white Flemish classmates as too dialectal and thus as ‘bad’ Dutch according to 
standard language ideology. In interviews, they were aware of the difficulties their 
parents have with Dutch and of the differences between their present fluent Dutch and 
their linguistic competencies as a young child, when they were in the midst of a bilingual 
language learning process. Although they themselves encountered serious difficulties 
with standard Dutch requirements at school, they systematically regarded their own 



present Dutch as competent, if less than perfect (But this was okay since being perfect at 
school jarred with the ‘casual’ image they aspired to). 
 For a while at least, a popular category Belgian-Moroccan adolescents used for 
people who had difficulties with speaking Dutch was ‘illegals’, short for ‘illegal 
refugees’, which exemplified all those who spoke (various kinds of) imperfect or learner 
Dutch, such as recent immigrants, political refugees, older immigrants such as their 
parents, young ethnic minority children, Eastern-European workers, but also French-
speaking Belgians. ‘Talking Illegal (Dutch)’ was their name for the particular ways of 
speaking they saw a specific group producing, and for their stylizations of this way of 
speaking in their daily interactions. Here, in other words, we find an ethnolect as 
described in the sense above, as a second-order construct or lay representation. 
Consequently, Moroccan adolescents sometimes mockingly ‘talked Illegal’ to their 
Turkish classmates, stylized this ethnolect amongst themselves, and masqueraded in it 
when in the presence of unfamiliar adult whites to try and trigger moral indignation at 
their supposedly deficient Dutch (cf. Rampton, 2001, p.271) – all quite comparable to 
some of the stylization practices that whites can be observed producing.  

Initially, however, I didn’t know how to categorize this stylization practice. I was 
somewhat confused when I observed that recent Moroccan economic refugees, their 
parents, and young Moroccan-Belgian children also sometimes inspired them to ‘talk 
Illegal’. I thought perhaps I was hitting on some kind of “stylized Moroccan Dutch” (cf. 
Rampton’s ‘Stylized Asian English’). So in feedback sessions on the recordings I had 
made, I repeatedly ventured ‘Moroccan(-like) Dutch’ as a name for the target for their 
stylization practices. Some adolescents indeed acknowledged the ‘Moroccan’ 
characteristics of their Dutch and said they sometimes laughed about this themselves. But 
others, usually more Dutch-fluent adolescents, explicitly disagreed and rejected 
‘Moroccan’ as an appropriate name for a particular way of speaking. In fact, they 
consistently recategorized anything that merely hinted at some kind of imperfect or 
learner Dutch as ‘Illegal’, or as ‘Kosovarian’ or ‘Polish’, making it clear they saw their 
own routine Dutch as light years away from the linguistic problems ‘illegals’ wrestled 
with.  

Another way in which they resisted my (and each other’s) categorization of their 
speech as Moroccan surfaced in their reaction to styling practices of white speakers. It is 
worth noting that participation of Belgian-Flemish classmates in ‘talking Illegal’ was 
very limited, since such speech could always be interpreted as the racist foreigner talk 
Moroccan adolescents sometimes encountered outside school walls. But Moroccan 
students also did not appreciate positive styling by those who a.o. copied Moroccan 
adolescents’ prosody. Instead, they found it condescending and ridiculous, as this 
example shows:  
 



Setting: April 2001. Interview with Imran [19], Jamal [18], and Faisal [19]. Faisal has 
just been warmly mentioning a Belgian-Flemish adolescent in his neighbourhood who 
has just converted to Islam, and with whom Faisal sometimes speaks ‘Moroccan’, or 
rather, Faisal says, ‘half Moroccan half Dutch’ or ‘Illegal Moroccan’. Jamal, however, 
says he does not really appreciate such efforts made by whites (or  ‘Belgians’, as 
Moroccan adolescents call them). “He” in lines 16, 19, 22 is the boy Faisal has just 
mentioned. (Simplified and abbreviated transcription. Stylizations are in bold-face, 
unmarked text is routine Dutch). 
 
1  Jamal: nee zo sommigen zo die willen zo precies slijmen zo  
2  JJ:       door-door veel Marokkaanse woorden te zeggen? 
3  Jamal: nee, en die spreken geen Marokkaanse woorden die spreken gewoon  
4              Nederlands [lachend:] met een voos accent 
5  Imran: jaaah 
6  Jamal: zo hé kom we gaan naar daar  
               [he km  nr      dr] 
7  Imran: ja 
8  Jamal: zo zeggen die Belgen … ja oulla oulla [Ar: ik zweer het ik zweer het] 
9  Faisal: JAAA! hé kom we gaan naar daar, die willen- 
10  Jamal: hé ik zweer het, weet gij hoeveel da wij der- ja 
11  Faisal: zo die willen zo Marokkaan (     ) 
12  Jamal: die willen Marokkaan maar die maken zo … belachelijk 
13  JJ:       ma-ma bedoelde- w- ‘hé kom we gaan naar daar’  

    14             da is dan Neder- da’s dan Marokkaans of wa? 
15  Imran: die denken da 
16  Jamal: die kent geen Marokkaanse woorden, die spreekt gewoon Vlaams,  
17             maar illegaal Vlaams 
18  Faisal: onze taal allee- 
19  Jamal: op- nee gewoon- V- da’s nie Marokkaans, die spreekt gewoon Vlaams  

    20             maar met fouten derin  
21  Imran: wij spreken zo nie 
22  Jamal:  (die spreekt) me fouten wij spreken helemaal nie (      ) 
23  Imran: toen wij in ’t lagere school zaten okee t-toen, toen misschien toen  
24              spraken wij toen spraken wij misschien zo van die rare, raar accent en  

    25               dan eh onthouden die da  
26  Jamal: die hebben gewoon zo’n voos accent “hé Hamid! gade gij mee naar 

                                                          [he hmit d me nr] 
   27              daar joenge!’ [smile voice:] die denken dat da Marokkaans is 

                        [dr iu  ]        
28  Imran: ikke nie gedaan [lacht] 
29  Jamal: akke niks gedaan 

            [k] 
30  JJ:        ja, maar gulle- maar dat is nie zo leuk zegde gij soms dan voeldu (       )

    31  Imran: nee nee 
32  Jamal: da’s nie nee da’s z-z-zo slijmbal, nu hé alleen maar slijmballen doen da  
33  Faisal: ja ja da is 
34  Jamal: da’s nie cool of niks, da’s een Belg, die (doet    ) Marokkaan 
35  JJ:       maar ge zijt er nie door beledigd mochten ze da zeggen zo? 
36  Jamal: nee, dan maken wij die gewoon zo uit ‘hé slijmbal bakkes dicht joenge’ 
 
Translation 
1 Jamal: some people some they seem to want to lay it on thick 
2 JJ:       by-by saying a lot of Moroccan words? 
3 Jamal: no, and they don’t speak Moroccan words, they just speak Dutch  
4            [laughs] with a silly accent 



5 Imran: yeaaah 
6 Jamal: like hey come let’s go over there 
7  Imran: yeah 
8 Jamal: that’s what those Belgians say … yeah oulla oulla   

               [Arabic: I swear I swear] 
    9 Faisal: YEAH hey come let’s go over there, they want 
    10 Jamal: hey I swear, do you know how much we’ve- yeah 
    11 Faisal: like they want to Moroccan ( ) 
    12 Jamal: they want Moroccan but they make themselves … ridiculous 
    13 JJ:        bu-but do you mean ‘hey come let’s go over there’ 
    14             that’s Dut- that’s Moroccan then or what? 
    15 Imran: they think so 
    16 Jamal: he doesn’t know any Moroccan words, he just speaks Flemish,   
    17            but Illegal Flemish 
    18 Faisal: right, like our language 
    19 Jamal: on- no just F- that’s not Moroccan, he just speaks Flemish,   
    20            but with mistakes in it 
    21 Imran: we don’t talk like that   
    22 Jamal: (he talks) with mistakes we don’t talk in the least (          )        
    23 Imran: when we were in primary school okay t-then, then maybe then  
    24             we talked then we spoke with a strange, strange accent and then  
    25             uh they remember that  
    26 Jamal: they just have a silly accent: hey Hamid! Are you coming with us!? 
    27             [smile voice:] they think that’s Moroccan       
    28 Imran: me do nothing [laughs] 
    29 Jamal: me done nothing 
    30 JJ:        yes, but you- but that’s not funny you say sometimes you feel (       ) 
    31 Imran: no no 
    32 Jamal: that’s not noo- that’s s-s-slimeball, now, isn’t it? only slimeballs do that 
    33 Faisal: yeah yeah that’s right 
    34 Jamal: it isn’t cool or anything, that’s a Belgian, who (does) Moroccan 
    35 JJ:       but you don’t feel offended when they speak like that? 
    36 Jamal: no, then we just go and call them names: ‘hey slimeball shut your face’ 

 
What we see here is that Jamal objects to whites’ accommodating efforts to ‘act 
Moroccan’ (line 12), which he describes as ‘laying it on thick’ (line 1), ‘ridiculous’ (line 
12), and ‘what slimeballs do’ (lines 32, 36). He especially objects to the ‘silly accent’ this 
apparently brings along, which he exemplifies in lines 6 and 26 by using an extremely 
jumpy intonation pattern (lines 4, 26). Moreover, Jamal interprets the styling efforts of 
the friend Faisal has been mentioning (lines 16-17) as ‘Illegal Flemish’, and in this way 
makes clear how different he thinks his own way of speaking is from the Moroccan style 
that Faisal’s friend is, in his view, trying to copy.9 It is this Moroccan style, however, that 
Faisal views as ‘our language’ (line 18). This idea is met with firm disagreement by 
Imran and Jamal in lines 19 to 22, where they identify this style as “Flemish with 
mistakes” and make clear that they “don’t talk like that in the least”, something which 
Faisal does not observably dispute. Imran does acknowledge that there might have been a 
time when they spoke with a “strange” accent, viz. in primary school, but in doing so 
indicates that these days are now long gone and that such accent is not theirs anymore. In 
fact, the suggestion that their routine Dutch is different or can be called Moroccan in lines 
28-29 leads to stereotypical apologetic utterances as “me do nothing”, which invoke the 
negative context of foreigner talk. White adolescents who style their Dutch qua 
pronunciation or intonation towards Moroccan adolescents’ speech are in other words 



regarded as inauthentically downgrading their own Dutch. On another occasion, Imran 
suggests that whites who talk with a Moroccan accent “just want to show other Belgians 
like hey I’ve got Moroccan friends”, but then talk ‘normal’ again when interacting with 
other Belgians. The latters’ styling efforts are, put simply, viewed as condescending, and 
it should hardly be a surprise that a linguist’s identification of Jamal’s mocking 
stylization as “Moroccan” (line 14) does not really score with these adolescents.  
 Theoretically, we have seen that it is very difficult to see linguistic practices as 
‘caused’ by ethnicity. Practically, we can see here how a name such as ‘Moroccan 
(Dutch)’ can be the object of discord. In spite of observably different linguistic elements 
to which others subsequently orient, the Moroccan students I followed around are not 
enchanted by the suggestion that their Dutch is different (though they sometimes have 
different ideas about this amongst themselves). What they speak (when they do not code-
switch), they generally see as plain and competent Dutch. In this way, some of these 
students are making a statement about their linguistic representations, and are actually 
situating themselves in their social environments. In the presence of a linguist studying 
them, they seem to be keenly aware of the inferiority that social relations might transform 
a specific ‘Moroccan flavoured’ variety into, and seek to avoid any suggestion that their 
Dutch is less than competent. Here and on other occasions in my data, they are in fact 
rejecting a linguist’s taxonomous interest,10 and classifying what they speak in a category 
that guarantees a certain prestige.   
 This might be seen as blinkered in the face of what is clearly observable at times 
to these adolescents as well (see Imran’s acknowledgement about their learner Dutch in 
primary school in the example above). But linguists, too, do not always ‘mercilessly’ 
describe and name linguistic differences with a “Lockean posture of disinterestedness” 
(Bauman & Briggs, 2003, p.198). Most Belgian-Flemish linguists, for example, have 
been actively ignoring the visible (and lasting) differences between the Dutch spoken in 
Belgium versus the Netherlands for more than a century, because the issue mattered to 
them: the more Flemings were seen as speaking Dutch rather than different Flemish 
dialects, the more they spoke a ‘real’, ‘modern’ language for which it was legitimate to 
claim linguistic rights within the Belgian state. This in effect illustrates a wider 
methodological issue, viz. that the description of an object does not just depend on 
decisions about what (we believe) is true, since one can make multiple true descriptions 
of any empirical reality, depending on the relevancies that rely on the purpose of the 
description (Hammersley, 1992, p.22ff.). For both linguists’ and lay descriptions 
therefore, truth is not exclusively determining (though obviously, linguistic descriptions 
are characterized by a rigorousness, systematicity and coherence which is absent in their 
lay counterparts). It follows that lay selective perceptions of linguistic reality, as Belgian 
adolescents of Moroccan descent here formulate, are not simply to be discarded as 
uninformed and irrelevant. On the contrary, since they influence actual linguistic 
practices, they need to be explained and integrated into linguists’ description of a 
particular linguistic reality they care about. Moreover, since linguistic analysis is itself 
informed by relevancies, it follows too that lay relevancies and concerns should be taken 
into account. There are more options than simply accepting lay concerns as true or 
untouchable, however. As these concerns inform selective perceptions, what is of interest 
is knowing what phenomena are left unnoticed by these concerns, and to describe these  
inasmuch as it is relevant for a linguist to do that. Depending on the purpose of a 



description, there may be various reasons, going from digging up such data because they 
explain something about human behaviour in general, deconstructing widespread 
perceptions because there are groups suffering the social consequences of these partial 
views of reality, to confronting certain groups or societies with possible hard truths they 
might not wish to observe. In this case, given Moroccan adolescents’ precarious position 
in Belgian society and vulnerability for stereotypification, and given their quite fluent 
Dutch, I have found it appropriate to follow them to some extent in their claims about the 
name of what they speak (‘Dutch’), to refrain from using the one they seek to avoid 
(‘Moroccan Dutch’), and to acknowledge that their Dutch is competent, while noticing 
and describing their difficulties with Standard Dutch expectations. But there may be other 
situations in which a similar partial view needs to be criticized for what it leaves out.   

Acknowledging that Moroccan students speak Dutch incidentally means 
upholding the fiction of language. However, the linguistic insight that languages are 
fictions clearly should not lead to linguistic disinterestedness either, or to putting aside 
laypersons’ claims that their daily actions are characterized by the use of a certain 
language. Certainly, in contexts where linguistic standardization weighs heavily, it can be 
relevant to lay bare diverse non-standard practices and call these ‘(multi-ethnic) 
vernaculars’ as a way of making these speech practices comprehensible for non-
professionals. In some cases, there might be reason to describe the regularity and 
grammaticality of such codes. Nevertheless, the notion of a code can seriously hamper a 
scientific view on the complexity of young urban speech practices, and this is a point I 
will try to reiterate in concluding.  
 
5. Conclusion  
“Every time you baptize a language, you also bolster the fiction of language”, Calvet 
argues (2006, p.243). I think it may be worth trying to work against this notion in the 
study of inner city heteroglossia. In this article, I have tried to show that identifying 
ethnolects as observably bounded codes is fraught with problems. Not only is it difficult 
to view ethnicity as a stable parameter causing certain linguistic phenomena, it is also 
doubtful whether ethnicity can exclude other social factors in giving the lect in question 
its name. Moreover, the practice of identifying ethnolects objectifies social practices and 
establishes a code, installs fixedness and homogeneity where we should presumably 
attend to heterogeneous styling processes, and threatens to marginalize ethnolectal 
speakers or earmark them as non-mainstream.     
 Instead, I have advocated the use of ‘ethnolect’ as a useful term for speakers’ own 
perceptions of particular ways of speaking (and of course, some students of ethnolect 
have already been identifying some of these), with the understanding that speakers’ 
perceptions, and the names they develop for them, do not necessarily correspond to actual 
linguistic differences (and vice versa). In this context, I have demonstrated that Belgian 
adolescents of Moroccan descent in Antwerp resist ethnolectal categorization of their 
own routine Dutch, even though it is quite easy to describe linguistic characteristics that 
could legitimate a name such as ‘Moroccan Dutch’. On a methodological level, this 
empirical case illustrates that linguists’ naming practices are social actions, with possible 
real consequences for those who are labelled in a certain way. I consequently argued that 
in light of this situatedness, a disinterested concern with truth is difficult to justify: 
rigorous and systematic linguistic analysis should take into account lay descriptions and 



concerns, and compare these explicitly with the relevancies that have guided the data-
selection and analysis in order to decide instead to what extent lay perceptions, such as 
ethnolects, can be useful, illuminating, or concealing.  
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Notes 
1 Some authors indicate that this ethnolect exists next to other host or minority language varieties 
(Androutsopoulos, 2001), while others (Wölck, 2002) see them as a basic monolingual variety.   
2 Certainly, Auer and Androutsopoulos allow for an ethnolect that is not related to one ethnic group. Also 
Kotsinas’ Rinkeby-Swedish is the product of an ethnically mixed neighbourhood. Still, whites are not 
usually seen as co-constructing but as merely adopting or copying a new variety such as Rinkeby-Swedish 
or ‘non-native German’, taking it on board but not themselves developing it.  
3 Language can perhaps be viewed, like class, as a “sensed difference that people and groups produce in 
interaction, and there is struggle and negotiation around exactly who’s up, who’s down, who’s in, who’s 
out, and where the lines are drawn” between language names, ways of speaking, and between acceptable 
and unacceptable linguistic behaviours (cf. Rampton, 2006, p.274).  
4 In same way as ‘language’, ‘variety’ etc. remain useful as ‘emic’ constructs and as linguistic short-hand 
descriptions, for want of a better name. 
5 Although this named variety is of course as fictional and reductive as other named varieties are. 
6 The corpus consists of 35 hours of individual audio-recording and 35 hours of simultaneous classroom 
recording, and 45 hours of interviewing. The fieldwork concentrated on two classes in their last years of 



                                                                                                                                                 
secondary education (thirty-five pupils in two different groups; in each group Moroccan students took up 
two thirds of the total amount of pupils; there were three students of Turkish descent, and 10 Flemish ones 
(of which one was female); ages varied from 16 to 21; backgrounds were working class, all minus two were 
Belgian-born). 
7 The focus on ‘Moroccan’ adolescents is strategically essential (cf. Bucholtz, 2003): Moroccan adolescents 
are a heavily stigmatized group in Flemish Belgium.  
8 Actual competencies could differ significantly from the ones that were claimed.  
9 Faisal and Jamal are probably not talking about the same thing. Faisal seems to mean that his friend 
incorporates Arabic or Berber words into his Dutch when he interacts with Faisal, but Jamal interprets what 
Faisal’s friend does as an instance of a wider practice of styling to a Moroccan-like Dutch (with no traces 
of Arabic or Berber words) 
10 Which they also did on other occasions, as when one of them provocatively said: “yeah that’s what 
you’re interested in, isn’t it? In how well we can speak Dutch?” 
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